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An event of great significance for the Montfort Brothers of India 
ndthat took place very recently, is the just concluded 2  Principals’ 

Conference of While 

many worthwhile concepts and ideas were discussed, I would like 

to stress upon one or two take homes from the Conference:

 It is an old adage that, at a given time in the history of any entity, one man/woman 

controls the destiny of many. This is very true in the case of education institutions, 

especially that of schools. In our schooling system, where inordinate amount of 

power is vested with the Heads of the Institutions, the farsightedness and vision or 

lack of them can break or make the institution. This can be a point of introspection for 

all the Principals.

An institution cannot confine itself to its campus boundaries. The impact of an 

education institution ought to be felt in the city/village, district and State in which it is 

located. The practice of transparency, accountability, ethical contours in the visioning 

and practices of the Institution, should stand out as beacon lights for everybody all 

around to see and emulate.

The major stake holders in an education institution are the Management, the 

Principal, the Staff, the Students, and the Parents etc. It is important that the horizons 

of all the stake holders are broadened and the capacity of a Principal to provide 

broadening horizons to all the stake holders, the ability to be the fulcrum around 

which all rally round, will determine whether he/she will make or break the 

Education Institution. 

All India Association of Montfort Schools. 

Principals can make or break the institutions they are in-charge: 

Broadening the horizons of Education Institutions:

Provincial's Reflections

Bro. K.M. Joseph
Provincial Superior
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Future of any nation lies in the hands of 
today's youth. Today's students are 
tomorrow's leader. We at Montfort Hr. 

thSchool, Bamni, select the students of 9 & 
th10  as school cabinets of various clubs to 

upload their responsibilities respectively. 
The SPL Mr.Harsh Timbadia & GPL Miss. 
Mrudula Ambulkar & other club co-
ordinators with their assistants. Co-
ordinators take a vow to work together in 
pursuit for excellence in different activities 
throughout the year. The student cabinets 
takes a pledge to seek the blessings of God & to be able to perform their duties with 
integrity &loyalty. The entire cabinet took oath led by GPL & SPL. The honor was 
bestowed up on them by the chief guest Mr. R. G. Nipfaiya (RPF inspector, Ballarpur)  & 

th
Principal Rev. Brother Antony. This year on 5  Aug 2018 investiture Ceremony was 
conducted in a fabulous way with a lot of enthusiasm. We began the programme with 
lighting the lamp & garlanding the portrait of ST. MONTFORT by the chief guest. Our 
bestowed Principal Rev. Bro. Antony gave an inspiring speech which guided the 
students with his motivational words. Chief Guest speech was a valuable message 
which highlighted the spirit of Montfortions for providing quality education & 
conducting the other Co-curricular activities, so that the children develop their skills as 
a person & learn to be independent & confident in the all-round performance.

Students participated with great enthusiasm. The ceremony was full of colours & gaiety 
with their school flag & colourful house flags flying high reinstating the faith & unity.

The programme ended with a vote of 
thanks by SPL Mr.Harsh Timbadia& 
G P L  M i s s .  
MrudulaAmbulkarthanking each & 
everyone present for function.

On behalf of all the cabinet members 
they promised to work as good leaders 
& set a good example for the 
betterment of the up-coming youth. 
Overall the programme was awesome 
and was applauded & appreciated by 
all the members present there.
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The English recitation competition of pre-primary 

was held on 21/08/18 in the auditorium of high school 

building and Hindi recitation competition was held on 

11/09.18 on the stage of the Primary building. This is 

what our scholars of pre-primary children with all 

their confidence and eagerness to stand in front of 

everybody & recite the poem loudly to make their 

presence felt. As we all know, poem is meant for 

enjoyment. Beauty is the realm of the poetry; the 

children enjoy the beauty of expression, thoughts, 

feeling, rhythm and music of words. Taking all these 

facts into consideration the children got an 

opportunity to exhibit their talent and confidence. 

Introduction of themselves had flown in a melody & 

could see & feel the enthusiasm that the little kids had 

in their presentation. Six judges were invited to judge / 

witness the competition. The judges and parents was 

so excited, they appreciated&applauded the 

performance of the participants. They enjoyed the 

competition.

Displaying creativity students 

participating in drawing competition. 

The competition was for the category 

of pre-primary children students 

proved that they not only excel in 

academics but also shine in exhibiting 

their  skil ls  by their  creative 

presentation.

English & Hindi Recitation
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Orientation Day cum Plantation Day 

Celebration
As children embark on their educational 

journeys, early education is of vital importance 

as it lays the foundation for future academic and 

social success. The welcome to kindergarden 

program helps prepare children for a positive 

start to their school journey.

That's way to meet the above mentioned needs of 

the students our school introduced the 

Orientation Day celebration for the parents and 
nd

their kids on 2  July in the school premises. The 

programme began at 9 a.m. sharp. The parents 

and the tiny lots were welcomed with a welcome 

card and a Red Rose. They were escorted by the 

Principal Rev. Bro. Antony, Vice-Principal Rev. 

Bro. Paulraj, Middle school incharge Rev. Bro. 

Jeromiyas and Primary sections incharge Ms. 

RashmiDharmadhikari.

At the outset, the parents were awaiting and excited to enhance the programme designed to 
promote their child's growth and development. They were satisfied that their child will 
learn, play and grow in an environment that is warm, safe and challenging. As we all know 
that the light and brightness represents the positive, the good and the good spirits in order 
to spread the divine grace. The program began with the lighting of the traditional lamp by 
the honoured dignitaries of the school.Our honorable Principal delivered his speech on this 
occasion sharing his views and feelings about the school. The children of Std IV conducted 
Assembly comprising Prayer song, Prayer, Pledge, Dance and School Anthem.

Thereafter the primary school in charge Mrs. Rashmi Dharmadhikari gave the 
introduction about the school to the Parents. On behalf of parents a well-known personality 
Dr. Dilip Madavi Sir was asked to give his valuable speech, who gave us the message to keep 
the environment neat and clean and also made us 
aware of TB and HIV diseases as a specialized 
consultant. At the end of the programme all the 
parents along with their children were called upon 
for Tree Plantation campaign followed by vote of 
thanks by Mrs. Cecilia Collins.
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Pola festival was conducted in our school campus for the first time. Children from Nursery to 
th

4  class were given as opportunity to participate in this competition. The students were 
dressed like the farmers & the bull was decorated & colorfully painted. All the efforts of the 
team were appreciated. Parents were also invited for the programme. It was celebrated to show 
theimportance of Pola, just to educate the students to know about the importance of the 
farmers who celebrate the feast of the bull, judges were invited for the competition & the 
result was declared as soon as the Judgment was over. It was really an exciting moment for all 
of us to watch the kids & bulls decorated so colorfully.
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A Special Birthday Celebration
th

Rev. Bro. M.A Antony's birthday was celebrated on 12  September 2018 at Montfort higher 

secondary school, Bamni in a very grand and astonishing way. A special assembly was 

conducted by the students of class IX B to celebrate his birthday, with an outreaching theme of 

exhibiting one's own talents to conquer the world. After the students presented their theme by 

exhibiting their own talents the birthday celebration began with the desire to wish him good 

health and long life. By invoking the choicest blessings on our Principal, the choir song, the 

prayer song and marked the beginning at the day's celebrations. Zoya and Simran of class IXB 

conveyed birthday wishes on behalf of the teachers and students respectively. It was a 

delightful moment for our Principal Bro. Antony to cut the birthday cake with his beloved 

students and on behalf of all the staff and students. Anam and Shruti offered a bouquet of 

flowers and a beautiful greetings card as a token of love and respect and wishes with good luck 

for his future endeovours.

Sanchita and Ritika proposed vote of thanks and the whole programme went well. The 

Principal appreciated the students of IXB and thanked all students and staff members for the 

remarkable celebration.
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Prathibha Award:

Prathibha
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TRIP TO THE SRILANKA :

The Staff and students of St.Paul’s High School went on an educational tour to Srilanka for a week in the 

summer vacation .They enjoyed their stay at the island country in the lap of nature . They were captivated 

by clean and green country with its colourful gardens and parks.

S.S.C. RESULTS 

The students of class X  2018 batch kept up the tradition of the school 

securing 100 % results in the SSC Board examinations. 

11 students secured the perfect score of  10 point GPA, 

12 Students secured  9.8 GPA

14 Students secured  9.7 GPA

17 Students secured  9.5 GPA

STATE FORMATION DAY :

The 5th Telangana State Formation Day was Celebrated on 2nd June 2018 in a colourful manner with a 

spirit of pride .The Principal, Staff and students spoke on the occasion and recalled all the noble people 

who contributed for the formation of the state.Telangana State Song was sung which was followed by a 

cultural programme. A Special Quiz was conducted for the students of classes 9 and 10 and a Drawing and 

Painting competition for classes 8 and below on the occasion of State formation and all the related events.

ST. PAUL’S HIGH SCHOOL 
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INVESTITURE CEREMONY :

Investiture ceremony was held on 30th June 2018. The Guests of the day were Prof. Pramod Nayar 

(alumnus 1985 batch ) and S Sai Teja IAS (Alumnus 2010 batch) On this solemn occasion , the newly 

elected cabinet took their oath and were conferred with badges and the designated flags.

ST . PAUL'S FEAST:

 St.Paul's Feast Day was celebrated on 29th June   to commemorate the martyrdom of two Saints, St. Paul 

and St. Peter. A special assembly was conducted in school and rich floral tributes were paid to our patron 

saint, St. Paul.

The Principal , Bro. Rayappa Reddy addressed the students and the teachers and enlightened the 

gathering about the teaching and works of St. Paul.
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VISIT OF ASST. GENERAL ,REV.BRO.PRATAP REDDY : 

The newly elected Assistant General of Montfort Brothers of St.Gabriel , Rome , Rev.Bro.Pratap Reddy 

visited St.Paul' High School on 5th July 2018 and addressed the staff .He gave an invigorating session 

refreshing the values laid down by  our founder St.Montfort. He appreciated the role played by the 

teachers  in handling the present generation of students and advised them to make a difference as  

Montfortians.

ST.PAUL' TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT :

The 32rd St. Paul's Annual Telangana State Ranking  Table Tennis Tournament was were held between 

27th  and 30th July 2018.The Chief Guest for the Inaugural ceremony was Mr. Mehdi Hasan- Alumnus of 

St. Paul's High School 2005 batch. He plays for Ranji Trophy and Sunrisers Hyderabad Team.  Rev. Bro. 

Hrudaya Kumar , Principal Little Flower School , Uppal graced the Valedictory Ceremony.
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STAFF TOUR TO THAILAND :

The staff of St.Paul's High School and Little Flower High School, Abids, went on a trip  to Thailand in the 

first term holidays .They had a great time enjoying the beautiful Sunshine , Sea and Scenery of the 

country. They had the privilege of Assumption College, Sriracha and University, Bangkok and learn from 

their wonderful practices.
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ST. MARK'S BOYS TOWN
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Greetings from Kusumkot to all on the occasion of the festival of lights.

“Winners don't do different things. They do things differently”.

Activities of Social Center

Bro. Binod Kerketta

We are in Dewali holidays now. The school was closed on 4th November and will re-open on 19th 

November. The term exams for the students' begain on 22nd of October and finished on 3 rd November. 

On 3 rd we hand on interreligious Deepawali celebration in the school.

We had the teachers' Day celebration on 5 th of September and the students used the occasion to express 

their appreciation and gratitude the teachers for their selfless effort to in reach the life of each one of 

them.

The month of September was set apart for various inter house competitions. Apart from singing , mono 

action, Rangoli, Essay writing competition we also organized a sports day. Adv. Bro. Jose Kallely was the 

chief guest of the day.

Bro. Arogyam and Bro. Binod attended the Annual retreat at Hyderabad in the month of October. On the 

month of July we had celebrated investiture ceremony on the same day we had also organized the 

plantation day.

The center is trying to focus on to right based approach along with the effective implementation of the 

Manos Unidas Project in 5 Villages. Bro. Jose Kallely is on the process of his legal practice in the local 

court after a long break of 3 years.

The center is focusing various ones issues like proper implementation of MGNREGA. Forest rights, 

Public distribution system, education, health, employment etc through awareness building networking 

advocating along with available legal provisions.

eg. MGNREFA – At village level people are helped to fill up the application for work. At. Gram Panchayat 

level assertions are afford identify proper work which would the development of villages as well as 

contribute to wages to the labour.

At. Block level follow up made for proper permission for word and payment of wages on times etc. In 

times of need the assistance of the distance administration is also taken so as to make the process of 

implementation become smoother.

Montfort community empowerment team directly helps about 25 villages while with networking and 

collaborate with other NGO's and actives about 200 villages out of total 305 villages in Melghat.

The Monas Unidas Project under the direction of Bro. Balla Joseph is effectively implemented and is 

moving towards the final stages. The funding agency and the villages the beneficiaries are happy with the 

progresses being made.

More news in the coming Editions

MONTFORT COMMUNITY KUSUMKOT
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N. ST. MATHEW’S PUBLIC SCHOOL, VIJAYAWADA
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TRINITY HIGH SCHOOL, LUXETTIPET
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During the Dussera holidays Bro. Kishore Reddy made his retreat at Montfort 

Bhavan. After the vacation the 2nd term began. The attendance was less in the 

beginning and it increased gradually .Now the school is going on smoothly. So 

bye for the moment, we shall meet again in the next issue of the Outlook. 
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HOW TO MANAGE CHILDREN WITH AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR

“no”.

“aggression”  “having a 

difficult time”?

They are not 'bad' or 'naughty'; they 

are having a tough time. 

How does a child look when he/she is having a difficult time?

attention seekers,

Are Parents to be blamed?

Children often get frustrated when there are lots of needs to be met beyond their 

own. They are bombarded with difficult and new challenges on a daily basis – a 

sibling who picks on him or her, a math concept he or she cannot grasp, a teacher 

with limited patience, being a victim of bullying or a parent that says  

These challenges make it difficult for children to process negative emotions like 

frustration, fear, disappointment, hurt or anger, and they may act out in some 

form of aggression.

The word aggression comes with quite a negative connotation, after all, the aggressor is causing pain or 

harm to the recipient of the aggression right? 

What if we start by re-framing in kids by saying to ourselves that they are

 In doing this, we can better help them through this difficult time, after all, hitting, biting, 

kicking, back-talks etc in children often stems from this behaviour. 

Children need a little more help when it comes to emotional regulation.

When a child is having a difficult time, he/she is drawn to physical fighting or verbal arguments. He/she 

might be the "class bully" and have few real friends. They prefer to solve problems by winning fights 

and arguments and often threaten other students. In this regard, aggressors are first and foremost 

 and they enjoy the attention they gain from being aggressive. 

Children can have difficult time for many reasons, some of them related to conditions that may be 

hereditary or home environments that are unhealthy. But it is not "handed down" from parent to child. 

Parents of children, who may be aggressive themselves, should be honest with themselves and 

understand that while they may not be responsible for such behaviours in their children, they may be a 

p a r t  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m  a n d  c e r t a i n l y  c a n  b e  p a r t  o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n  a s  w e l l .  

As teachers, it's important to remember that these kinds of behaviour issues can spring from 

environmental stresses, neurological issues or emotional coping deficits. Rarely is 

the aggressive child simply a "bad kid." Despite the varied reasons behind the 

aggressive behaviour, it can be addressed with success if teachers are consistent, 

fair and relentless in establishing a one-on-one connection. 

You cannot expect someone to control their emotions. 
You can only ask them to control their behaviour.                                        

You cannot expect someone to control their emotions. 
You can only ask them to control their behaviour.                                        
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Interventions for Classroom Teachers:

• Deal one-on-one with the child and devise a plan to take control of their own behaviour. 

• Never ignore inappropriate behaviour, but do not get drawn into a  with the child.

• Be firm, but gentle. The aggressive child can handle your tough side, but he or she will succumb 

   to gentleness.  That's what they really want—the right kind of attention.

• Provide opportunities for this child to act appropriately. Give responsibilities and provide praise.

• When the child is behaving well, provide immediate, positive feedback. In time, you will see that 

   these behaviours will start to diminish.

• Provide them with activities that bring forth leadership in a positive way and always let them 

  know that you care, trust and respect them. Remind them that it's the inappropriate behaviours 

  that you don't like.

• Provide as many methods as you can for this child to take ownership of his inappropriate 

   behaviour.  Suggest how such conflicts can be handled the next time.

responding with connection

'bad', hard time; 

Be consistent, patient change takes time.

power struggle

 be  and remember that  All children need to know you care 

about them and that they can contribute to their environment in a positive way. By committing to a one-

on-one relationship with a difficult child, you will deliver this message to him or her and help to break 

the cycle.

It is essential to understand that children draw inspiration from parents and teachers alike as it basically 

contributes to most of their learning. Hence, it is imperative for teachers to be well equipped to manage 

aggression in children while they are in school. Identifying triggers, providing coping skills and 

 will help to gently handle aggression in children. And remember, they are 

not they are just having a they trust us to help them through these hard times. 

 Anitha Alexander 
Counsellor 

St. Paul’s High School
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MONTFORT SR.SEC SCHOOL, BALLARSHAH

INCULCATING MORAL VALUES IN CHILDREN

Ms. Nalini Sharma

Ex Student

Respect, kindness, honesty, courage, perseverance, self discipline, compassion, generosity, 
dependability. Most parents want to instill these kinds of values in their children. Doing so will protect 
them from potentially negative societal influences and lay the foundation for them to become good 
citizen. 

Teaching values takes time- a scarce commodity for many parents today. Our increasingly competitive 
economy is creating an environment where parents are spending longer hours at work and fewer hours 
with their children. As a result, outside influences like peer pressure and the entertainment industry of 
various kinds are having a greater effect on children, shaping their perspectives more than ever before.

In an ideal world parents would teach morals to their children. However, we do not live in a  perfect 
world. There are so many parents in recent years who have abdicated their role as moral teachers to their 
children because they are too busy to take the time to do it. We live in a world where there are a lot of 
single parent homes. This sometimes makes them absentee parents. In such cases children have no 
guidance at home and zero social skills.

Morals are complex and abstract, and is a concept that is often difficult for children to grasp. And 
because moral can differ across cultures and religion, it can be even more complex to explain to children 
why the morals one’s family lives by are important and valuable.

Children are often ruled by emotions  and by a desire to be liked and fit in, which can lead to poor moral 
decisions. But children who are taught moral values early and regularly are more likely to develop a 
sense of conscience needed to make them think twice before they respond. All children will make 
mistake and behave poorly at times; the import thing is to use these bad decisions as learning 
opportunity.

A child’s moral growth is an ongoing process, and all kids slip up from time to time. We all have a 
tremendous influence on a child’s behavior. Allow the children to learn from mistake and use the 
consequences of those errors in judgment as a chance to reinforce the values. We should all remember 
that although children will eventually turn to their friends but in the early years parents are the models 
they look upto. We might tell our children how to act in the world and how to behave, but they absorb 
the family member’s behavior like a sponge and usually emulate them. 

Raising a moral child in a difficult world takes some effort, but home being the first school of the child 
and parents being the first and life time teachers of the child should not compromise with the moral 
values of the child. If the parents can’t do so certainly they cannot expect their children to do so. By 
following some simple methods at home will make things easier for everyone – 

. Teach child the moral values one would like them to live by from a very young age. 

. Use moral missteps as an opportunity for learning and reinforcing values. 

. Be a model of moral behavior in everything you do.

. Remember that morals are taught over time, and reinforced throughout life time.

Teaching a child good moral values is a challenge for every parent, but this fundamental area of 
everyday life can be passed on from parents to child by being a good model behavior.
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The Final Profession 2018-19
(02, June 2018)

Prayerful and Fraternal Greetings to all  Brothers
“When you focus on being a blessing, God makes sure that you are always blessed in 

abundance.” – Joel Osteen

My Experience- I was born and brought up in catholic society wherein not only traditional 

heritage and cultural values are the top most priority but also are reflected and celebrated with 

great optimism and numerous heart-felt convictions.

I, as a child, being docile and humble, was gradually drawn to Montfort Congregation during my 

School days in Garratola. I could sense a divine feeling, beckoning me to become a part of God’s 

Salvific mission through my Perpetual Profession to ‘God Alone’ which is the motto of St. 

Montfort, our founder.

May God, who has called me, be alone my Saviour, my Guide and my source of unending 

inspiration in my life. Let this Fire within me burn always so God may be praised through me 

forever.

The Final Profession- Six Brothers of Delhi, Pune and Hyderabad Provinces pronounced their 

Final Vows on 2, June 2018 at St. Thomas School Nuzvid in the esteemed presence of Most Rev. 

Prakash Malavarapu - the Archbishop of Vishakapatanam, Provincials Superiors, other 

illustrious invitees Brothers, Priests and Sisters and local catholic faithful.

The Brothers of Nuzvid; Bro. Yesu Prabharan, Bro. George Reddy and Bro. Show Reddy had a very 

magnanimous heart in extending their helping hands towards the successful completion of the 

program.

I, sincerely express my enormous gratitude and wholehearted thanks to Rev. Bro.Pratap Reddy, 

the Provincial Superior of the Province of Hyderabad for his unceasing gracious and prayerful 

encouragement towards me to imbibe the true spirit of St. Montfort in my vowed life.

I, honestly feel grateful and blissful towards Bro.Lourdu Marreddy for his brotherly spirit and 

undying enthusiasm which he pervades all through his religious life in our Province.

Lastly, I am immensely thankful to all the Brothers of the Province for their 

fervent prayers and spiritual support in every possible way to be a great 

Brother of Montfortian values. 

May God bless all…………

Bro. Kishore Maravi
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“Recite your Rosary with faith, with humility, with confidence and with perseverance”

Thanking you one and all. May God bless us all.
Bro. Rajashekhar Reddy,

                                                                                                         

CRI Brothers Institute

Fraternal and prayerful Greetings from Bro.Rajashekhar Reddy to all The Reader of Outlook.

It gives me an immense joy and happiness for having committed myself completely to God's 

hand in a great congregation of Montfort Brothers of St Gabriel, Province of Hyderabad.

When I look back to my old memories the day I was joined in the juniorate it was entirely 

different world. It was a strange location and unknown family. Only idea I was having in my 

mind is “God's call”. Today I can confidently say that “I know” what is that call means. It was 

not a days of conviction but 12 great years of formation which enrich and encouraged and 

energized me to be what I am today.

Firstly I am indebted to God for the call I have received through the words “I chose you before 

you are born” and my convinced reply was “Yes Lord I am yours”.

I was very much inspired by the life of brothers and their simple life style is an exemplary life 

for me. I am obliged to my vocation promoter, my master and role model for me is Bro. Rayappa 

Reddy who made me to stand with full of zeal and commitment to my life. Today what I am is 

because of his encouragement and prayerful wishes. I also express thanks to my novice 

master Bro.T,T,Mathew and all my superiors Bros. Bro.V.V Jose, Bro.Arogyam, Bro.Bala 

Reddy, Bro.Jose Emmanuel, Bro.P.T George and Bro.Lourdu Marreddy. The Love of Jesus 

and love for his brothers made my way to cherish brotherhood, and Assurance of God being 

called and the convincing word “I am with you” have inspired me. Rooted in the love of Jesus, 

Mary our blessed mother and Montfort our founder at this juncture in my life I take this bold 

step to be one with all those who cherish the same love of Jesus.

I know that my journey is not completed but just began. The road may contain obstacles but I 

am assured of God's words “I am with you and this brothers who walked and living this trod.
I take this honor to thank Rev Bro. Pratap Reddy the Provincial Superior and Council for their 

constant supervision and sustenance to lead me in a right path and follow the footsteps of our 

founder and render services to the poor and marginalized ones.

My final profession was held at St. Thomas High School, Nuzvid. I extend my enormous 

gratitude to Rev. Bros. Bro.Yesu Prabhakaran, Bro.George Reddy, Bro.Srujan and Bro.Show 

Reddy for their Co-operation, generosity, hospitality and executing the program in a colorful 

way. It was a grand celebration all felt at home.

I also extended my sincere thanks to most .Rev. Arch Bishop of Vishakhapatnam Malavarapu 

Prakash, Fathers, Brothers, Sisters, Family members and well-wishers 

for your gracious presence added more joy to our celebration. 
Finally I also extended my sincere gratitude to all the Brothers of our 

province who are part of my growth in one way or other. 
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MY EXPERIENCE

 “When you have a sense of calling, whether it's to be a musician, soloist, artist, or in one of the technical 

fields, there is something deep and enriching, when you realize it isn't just a casual choice, it's a divine 

calling. It's not limited to vocational Christian service by any means.” 

In everyone's life there is a vocation to accomplish, whether it is in consecrated life or marital life. When I 

look at the life of the people, some are so happy, because they have chosen the right path in their life to 

accomplish that vocation. It is the duty of each individual to discover that vocation and move on in life.

Now I am reminded of  focuses one’s happiness lies. Once two friends were in the railway station. They 

were waiting for the train to get in, while waiting for the train they enter into an interesting dialogue, 

that how beautiful life is when one discovers the true meaning or goal of life. They decided to make a 

study on the people who were in the station itself. They began their study looking at the old couple, who 

were so joyful. The way they made their conversation showed that they are very close to each other in 

spite of so many ups and downs of life, they looked as if they successfully accomplished their vocation, 

for which they are made. Now the focus went to the newly married couple who just step into their new 

way of life, they seem to be happy and joyful, but their happiness (was not sure because it lies in how 

they are going to take up problems of life in future). Now the focus went to the couples who have lived 

half of their marital life, they seem to be happy, joyful but they could see something  is bothering them, 

they are not seen as happy as the new couples or the old couple. They are still trying to cope with the call 

that they have received. The two friends after having studied the life of these people, they came to the 

conclusion that one's life depends upon the choice that one makes in life. If one makes the right choice, 

he or she will be seen happy and joyful amidst all the troubles of life. This is the life of consecrated person 

too. If one makes the right choice as consecrated person, he or she will be always joyful, satisfied, and 

happy no matter what comes in life. So, the happiness of each individual depends in the choice that one 

makes.

So looking back of my life I am sure that I have chosen the right path. I have joined on 2007 

June 12th. After four years of formation, I was professed on 4thApril 2011 in Montfort chapel, Yercaud 

and I was happy and content to become religious brother. Then I was posted in Montfort school, Repalle 

as teacher and procurator. I met Bro. Lourdu there and told about the works I have to do in the 

community. After few days later the Local Superior Bro. Bala Reddy entrusted to me to teach fourth and 

fifth class initially then after few months sixth class maths. That was one of the best experiences I had 

and I learnt so many things which helped me to continue as brother. I learnt many new things in this 

community as well as in the school.  I learnt to prepare for the classes and I also learnt how to deal with 

children and parents as well. And these experiences enabled me to coordinate and work along with the 

community members. I could learn to cherish my life as brother in discovering my limitations and 

strengths. The brothers were very friendly in correcting me and moulding me to be  religious. I boldly 

say my community life strengthened my faith to take up my vocation as gift from god alone. Thus I 

believed in god alone my happiness lies.
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The first Christian community during the time of apostles is the example of religious life. It was a 

communitarian fellowship of one heart and soul living in a disciplined structure animated by the Apostles, 

nurtured by the Eucharistic celebration and by prayer, committed to the free surrender of property, exposed 

to suffering, persecution and death. Church is a Mystery, Communion, and Mission and this was my 

experience in the communities where I lived.  It truly assisted me to understand what community life is and 

also facilitated me to enjoy my community life. Life in the community mixture of feelings with all its richness 

I have learned to shape in positively thus my life in the community was an ever cherishing and unforgettable 

experience. 

“There is so much that this universe knows, and our limited self cannot comprehend it fully. Our minds drift 

into an endless loop of worries during the temporary phase of confusion…” (Infinite-thoughts, March. 2018)

World is changing and we need to be updated with new methods and technologies in the field of teaching 

and as an aspirant to the field of teaching. I was asked to continue my graduation at Andhra Loyola College  

for which I was transferred to NSM Community in Vijayawada. In this community I was helping the 

students in their studies. It is said you can teach a person only when you have the knowledge about the 

subject and so I had to regularly update my subject knowledge. This abetted me to pass my degree with a 

distinction.  

We categorise experience as success or failure, good or bad, positive or negative, favourable or unfavourable, 

this or that…but in reality, experience have no negative connotation. Every experience simply offers you a 

learning opportunity. Experiences in their very nature are simply preparatory; preparing you today is to 

tackle the future prudently.  Life always gives the test first and only then the lessons. Life will test you to 

make you more qualitative. 

As I finished my degree, I was placed at Montfort Social Institute, Hyderabad as an Administrator. I worked 

with the staff who dealt with housing right department and also with children's parliament.  This experience 

of mine helped me to understand the lives of people in the slums and also to understand the trials and 

tribulations of the down trodden and also to deal with people who are poor and who lack basic education.

The past Seven years as religious brother empowered me to be at the service of Gods people. This life of mine 

has brought me closer to God and helped me to grow holistically stronger. All these variety of experiences 

made me to tell yes to God's call perpetually on 2nd June 2018 in St. Thomas school in Nuzvid.

I thank God for His endless blessings for past seven years and his guidance enabled me to walk in right path, 

I have felt his presence in times of difficulties, problems and He was my source of strength to leading me in 

righteous path. Lord I thank you for my vocation and the very gift of beloved parents in the way of my life. It 

is the love of my parents brought me to the unknown realities of my life. O Mary our Mother continually 

accompany me with their prayers so that I become more faithful in fulfilling Gods 

designs for me. With the same breath a million thanks to all my superiors, who 

helped me to come out of my limitations and problems in order to become successful 

in life as servant of God. A billion thanks to all my friends for all their support and 

encouragement. 

“O Lord lead me along a sacred straight path.”

- Bro. Kiran kumar
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LIFE AT SANYASA

“Happy mind, happy life and happy the life is as good as you make it”

A good beginning makes a big difference. We began the new academic year with new hopes and 

positive mindset to make it a brighter chapter in our Religious life with full of knowledge and 

learning. Yes, it is true that the good beginning brought many differences in our lives by making us 

focused, optimistic and full of dedication. In brief I would like to mention some of the important and 

significant events that took place in our Institute of Consecrated Life.

On 16thof June, the inaugural mass for the New Academic 

year 2018-19 was celebrated by Rev. Fr. Jacob Arackal the 

Clariatian Provincial of Bangalore and the President of our 

institute. Then we had the Inaugural Lecture given by Fr. 

James OCD, Rector. 

On 24th June, we began our Jesus awareness retreat (JAR) 

for seven days till 30th of June; guided by Fr. Lawrence 

CMF. This retreat gave us new inputs and enriched our 

spiritual life to be in touch with God alone and with 

oneself in every situation of our life. 

On 27thof July, the Superior General of the Clariatian congregation Rev. Fr. Mathew Vattamattam visited 

us. We gave him a grand welcome thereafter he 

addressed us. We are inspired by his simplicity and 

scholarly words.

On 15th of August, we had the celebrations of the 

Independence Day and the Feast of the Assumption. 

After the mass Fr. Antony D'Souza the parish priest 

hoisted the flag. On the same day, we had the throw 

ball and volleyball matches between the community 

of Sanyasa and the Clariatian novices. The joy of 

togetherness and fellowship were shared with each 

other.  
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On 8th of September, we as an institute of Sanyasa had an Ethnic day celebration. We know the human 

persons, we reveal and make ourselves known to one another by 

infinite varieties of intelligence, language, race, values, and a 

host of other elements common to humankind. The recognition 

of a common humanity is the first step in the celebration of our 

differences that inform our cultures, our values, our minds, and 

all our ways of being in the world as Religious. Diversity is the 

chief source of the creative life force and the central reality in 

our understanding and stewardship of it. We could say that the 

Ethnic day celebration was the time where diverse perspectives, 

cultures and values are accepted, appreciated and celebrated. 

One thing that we experienced strongly was that the differences 

become strengths in a collaborative effort and collaboration is a 

path to peace.

During the first semester we studied Biblical Inspiration for 

Consecrated Life, Discipleship, History of Consecrated Life, 

Theology of Community Life, Human Right and Sociological 

Aspects of Consecrated Life. The classes were very useful for 

our religious life. These classes helped us to see our own 

consecrated life and gave the knowledge to see things in a different way. we came to know how religious life 

has gone through changes and different forms from one stage to another. We also learned about the 

prominent persons who were radical in following Christ and committed for God's Kingdom.

On 9th-25thOctober, we successfully completed first semester exams on various subjects related to our 

Consecrated Life.

The monthly recollection once in a month is a time for us to be in solidarity with God like Jesus our beloved 

Master entering into the cave of our own hearts. In the name of daily activities and busy schedules there is a 

tendency to lose this cave experience, during the recollection we get a chance to sit in adoration and 

meditation for many hours and making an inward journey. Thus, through the living Word of God we are made 

to reflect on every aspect of our life and mission. The recollections are an eye-opener, a challenge, very 

concrete from life experiences so exciting and challenging a new start, a way to transformation, a call for an 

inward journey and also an awakening to commit our lives seriously, an invitation to change and renew our 

heart and mind, a strengthening and awakening to give Jesus to others and a treasure discover in life. The 

prayers, Eucharistic celebrations, and various programs are quenching the spiritual 

thirst and enabling to attain Gods love and compassion. Hence, the life at Sanyasa is a 

meaningful journey into oneself and a journey to reach many with Joy and hope.

- Bro. Kiran kumar
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IT'S A HIGH TIME

       

We shall have no doubt that we are all fragile human beings. We have no kingdoms to 

reign and no super powers to have control over the earth. Yet we are created for a purpose 

to live and let lived.

Dear readers, it's really a high time for each one of us. As the world is taking a humongous 

leap towards technology, it's effect is so much on the human beings. Due to this effect in 

terms of talking to each other has been reduced tremendously. Influence of technology on 

human beings is more if you take away the mobile or any other E-gadgets from the hands 

of a person, who uses it regularly she/he becomes restless, don't know what to do and gets 

confused how to spend the precious time in a constructive manner. Reading habits have 

come down drastically and that is making the impression on the language that we talk. So 

let us find the ways and means to understand the situation and guide the people who are 

addicted to these E-gadgets to the safe zone.

Our elderly Brothers lived a life that is different from that we are living today. We may call 

it that we are living in the science of the times and we have to equip ourselves according to 

the society, but not fully immersing ourselves into it.  Due to this technology our social 

contact and relationships should not suffer. Our elders made a point that they should be 

spending at least a half an hour in the community after the supper. By this it was easy to 

know each other well and fill the age gap between the members.

So let us have a positive approach for anything and everything that would create for us a 

better tomorrow.

                                                                                                     

  Bro. Pradeep Reddy
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The world evangelization come from the Greek word euangelos which means good news. The study of 

theology is meant to evangelize. Jesus said “preach the good news”. What is Good news to the people in 

their context? The good news to the people of Kerala in those days of destruction and turmoil are those 

relief works that comforted them. In Lk 4:16 we see the mission of Jesus is to liberate the captives. The 

evangelization should liberate and comfort the people from their problems. The conversion can be of a 

person from one state to another better state. Thus, to theologize our mission we embarked upon the most 

urgent need of the people affected with the natural calamity. 

It was amazing to be a part of relief works at Wayanad, Kerala. Some of us at JDV Pune, have decided to 

pitch into actions with the collection of relief material and cash. The day was set for the travel, the 

preliminary medication was advised and we had to take very painful vaccines to prevent water-borne 

diseases. The longest train journey of our lives as it was almost thirty hours. The fun that was cherished 

suppressed boredom and rejuvenated our desire to reach out to the poorest ones. 

We broke down by the havoc scenes and tears filled eyes of people. Sanju and I were constantly aware of 

the damage that is done for the school going children as educators. Actually, the most affected ones were 

the little school going student community. The soaked books, bags and play toys that piled up as the water 

began to seep. We found children playing with the electric gadgets (TV, Radios, iron box etc.) that 

emerged as water disappeared. We had opportunity to interact and play and be with them during our 

leisure time. 

Now with Kerala limping back to normalcy after the incessant rains and floods that ravaged the State, like 

us people from all over the world have pitched in to help the people of God's own country. From children 

donating their piggy bank savings, to fishermen braving flooded areas to aid in rescue operations, the last 

few days have seen various forms of generosity directed towards helping the flood-ravaged State. The 

worst monsoon flooding in a century has left hundreds dead and upwards of a million people displaced. 

We, along with students of Loyola, Chennai (whom we met at the spot) have decided to build a home. 

Within short period of time we were able to do it as we had the engineers, doctor and highly talented crew. 

The fun filled relief work went on very enthusiastically. The student community had always lot of Jokes 

and games to energize us. Some girls took up the responsibility to cook and gave us the best food possible. 

They managed to cook with limited available sources. 
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The collector of Wayanad Mr. AR Ajaya Kumar IAS was taken aback for the effects that we made 

all the way from Pune. He visited our relief camp and had interaction. He also promised us that he 

would do his best for that particular locality. Some of us surveyed to know and to meet the 

expectations of the people. The report was submitted to the collector who was very positive and 

help people in those immediate needs. Things like bags, books and sleeping cots were given away 

in our presence.

Special thanks to the Jesuit pre-novitiate community in Wayanad for accommodating us. At the 

end of the day we always had the sense of dedicated work and satisfaction as the body began to 

ache. We were surprised by the challenging climate as the nights were always cold and day was 

very hot. Early morning, we were spiritually fed with the Eucharist and prayers which became the 

layers of protection and strength in our mission. 

Special thanks to Bro. K.M. Joseph, the provincial superior and the JDV 

community for the opportunity to experience the sufferings of the people. 

                       
-Br. Marreddy TR
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